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ABSTRACT 

To curtail the black money and corruption in India, the prime minister of India, announced the demonetization 

of Rs. 500 and Rs. 1000 on the evening of 8th November 2016. From the 9th November 2016 the currency of 

Rs.500 and Rs. 1000 will no longer be a legal tender. The target of this paper is to demonstrate that this 

demonetization affects GDP of India. The demonetization will hamper the Indian monetary development. It has 

long haul and additionally here and now affect on GDP. In here and now the demonetization is influencing the 

money accessibility and contracting the cash supply in Indian economy. Utilization of family units which is vast 

component of money managing may diminish after demonetization. This is the transient effect of the 

demonetization utilization patter on Indian populace and outsiders have changed. In the long haul the 

demonetization will influence the pay level of the nation. It might diminish the GDP of India and may hamper 

the Indian financial development. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

The meaning of demonetization is to the cancel the legal tender character of high denomination bank notes of 

Rs.500 and Rs.1000. The step taken by the government of India to demonetize Rs.500 and Rs.1000 notes by 

replacing them with new notes of Rs.500 and Rs.1000. This move has occurred to abridge dark cash, to 

distinguish the phony cash, to reduce defilement and dread financing by the phony money. The legitimate 

reason for the request of demonetization can be found in area 26 of the RBI demonstration 1934. Under sub area 

(2) of the segment, the association government is enabled to proclaim that any notes issue by RBI will never 

again be a legitimate delicate. Black Money is kept as land, building, gold or kept abroad. A large portion of the 

exchanges in these areas are held in real money. The demonetization decreased the exchange of trade out land 

and the above segment. Numerous different nations have likewise taken after the demonetization in their nation. 

A few nations made progress and a few nations got disappointment in the approach. India will get achievement 

or won't get achievement it relies upon how this move influence the different division on Indian economy.  

 

Rs.500 and Rs.1000 notes in the flow are to the Rs.14.2 trillion which is around 85% of the aggregate estimation 

of cash available for use. The demonetization assume vital part to diminish the dark cash. As per the World 

Bank 23% was shadow economy in 2007. In the present time half is dark economy in India. Real extent of 

unaccounted money would diminished from the liabilities of government and would add to its financed. The 
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administration of India would inspire cash to spend without getting. What occurred in India on the eighth 

November executive announces the Rs.500 and Rs.1000 notes invalid. The populace can trade of money upto 

Rs.4000 permitted at banks and they would withdrawal be able to constrained to Rs.2000. Banks stay close for a 

day huge lines were there to trade old cash of store their cash. On thirteenth November ATM withdrawal 

confine raised to Rs.2500. money trade confine raised to Rs.4500. From ninth November morning the part of 

bank has again ascended in the Indian economy.  

 

Managing an account segment has assumed key part for the development of any economy. For consistently to 

day exchange the residents of Indian and nationals from whatever is left of the world need money and they need 

to cooperate with the bank. There was have to monitor any exchange of trade out the bank to distinguish the 

phony cash and recognize the Black Money in the economy. The saving money segment assumes key part to 

keep the records of pay level of the majority. Two parallel economies are winning in the Indian economy white 

and dark. Because of these two parallel economies there is immense hole amongst sorted out and composed, 

formal and casual area. This move is relied upon to clean the formal segment framework and dispose of Black 

Money in the meantime. It has expanded the responsibility of white and dark cash. It prompts player charge 

consistence. It will bring about addition in the expense income of the administration. It will raise the expense to 

GDP proportion and will enhance the assessment accumulation. There will be bring down obtaining for the 

legislature and better monetary administration. Over the long haul swelling may fall. It might bring about lower 

assess evaluated, higher discretionary cashflow and more prominent request. Saving trade out the bank 

increment the keeping trade out bank propensities for the populace. It will build the trade stream out the keeping 

money area. It might enhance the medium to long haul current record and sparing record proportion to the 

banks.  

The accessibility of money of banks will prompt diminishment in cost of obtaining. Expanded foundational 

liquidity prompts higher interest for bonds. The cash that is spared in the bank yet not pulled back, it would 

produce a development in stores in the economy. It would produce credit creation in the economy. Back 

clergyman of India Arun jaitley says, "Bank stores will increment and they will have greater ability to help the 

economy. Surge in stores will make interest for government securities and other high rates securities. It will 

lessen the degree for open market task buys in the coming day. The land segment is blasting in the present 

period. The cost of property is high now a days. The land segment in Indian arrangements in real money. 

Popularity for money originates from the land part. The demonetization may diminish the interest for trade and 

exchange out trade out the land. For the fleeting interest in the land area will fall. Request will turn out to be not 

as much as amount accessible. Land cost will fall and its will wind up noticeably reasonable.  

It advances the cashless economy. There are a few advantages of cashless exchanges, it is financially savvy, less 

tedious, protected and secure last yet not leas it control the dark cash. Individuals are changing to cashless 

choices, for example, charge, Visas, IMPS, PAYTM and versatile wallets. There is three times hop in use of 

cashless alternative. 210%, 193%, 186%, 155% expansion of card clients in eateries, hardware, grocery stores 

and excitement individually. Three times hop has been seen in Rupay exchanges. There was 133% development 

in card exchange crosswise over India in the second seven day stretch of demonetization. Charge card 
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exchanges have been seen multiplied since demonetization. Parallel to beneficial outcome of demonetization 

there are a few Negative impact of demonetization in Indian economy.  

 

II. IMPACT OF DEMONETISATION ON INDIAN ECONOMY 

Demonetization is an ages' critical affair and will be one of the financial occasions of our chance. Its effect is 

felt by each Indian resident. Demonetization influences the economy through the liquidity side. Its impact will 

be a revealing to one on the grounds that about 86% of cash an incentive available for use was pulled back 

without supplanting main part of it. Because of the withdrawal of Rs 500 and Rs 1000 notes, there happened 

enormous hole in the cash creation as after Rs 100; Rs 2000 is the main section. 

 

 

Absence of intermediate denominations like Rs 500 and Rs 1000 will reduce the utility of Rs 2000. 

Successfully, this will make Rs 2000 less helpful as an exchange money however it can be a store esteem 

category.  

 

Demonetization in fact is a liquidity stun; a sudden stop regarding money accessibility. It makes a circumstance 

where absence of monetary standards jams utilization, venture, generation, business and so forth. In this unique 

situation, the activity may deliver following here and now/long haul/, utilization/venture, welfare/development 

impacts on Indian economy. The force of demonetization impacts unmistakably relies on the term of the 

liquidity stuns. Following are the fundamental effects.  

 

Demonetization isn't a major catastrophe like worldwide keeping money division emergency of 2007; however 

in the meantime, it will go about as a liquidity stun that irritates financial exercises.  

 

Liquidity crunch (here and now impact): liquidity stun implies individuals are not ready to get adequate 

volume of prevalent group particularly Rs 500. This money unit is the good group in every day life. It 

constituted to almost 49% of the past money supply as far as esteem. Higher the time required to resupply Rs 

500 notes, higher will be the term of the liquidity crunch. Current reports show that all security printing press 

can print just 2000 million units of RS 500 notes before the current year's over. Almost 16000 mn Rs 500 notes 

were available for use as on end March 2016. Some segment of this were filled by the new Rs 2000 notes. 

Towards end of March around 10000 mn units will be printed and supplanted. All these show that money crunch 

will be in our economy for the following four months.  
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Welfare misfortune for the money utilizing populace: Most dynamic fragments of the populace who 

constitute the 'base of the pyramid' utilizes cash to meet their exchanges. The everyday workers, different 

workers, little dealers and so on who dwell out of the formal economy utilizes money much of the time. These 

segments will lose wage without fluid money. Money stringency will propel firms to diminish work cost and 

along these lines lessens wage to the poor common laborers.  

 

There will be a stream up impact of the liquidity bedlam to the higher salary individuals with time.  

 

Utilization will be hit: When liquidity deficiency strikes, it is utilization that will be antagonistically influenced 

first.  

 

Utilization ↓→ Production ↓→ Employment ↓→ Growth ↓→ Tax income ↓  

 

Loss of Growth momentum– India hazards its position of being the quickest developing biggest economy: 

decreased utilization, salary, venture and so forth may diminish India's GDP development as the liquidity affect 

itself may last three - four months.  

 

Effect on bank stores and loan fee: Deposit in the here and now may rise, yet in the long haul, its impact will 

descend. The investment funds with the banks are really fluid money individuals put away. It is hard to expect 

that such prepared trade once put away out their hands will be put into funds for a long haul. They spared this 

cash into banks just to change over the old notes into new notes. These are not willful investment funds intended 

to get premium. It will be changed over into dynamic liquidity by the savers when undeniable new cash supply 

happen. This implies new reserve funds with banks is just transient or here and now store. It might be encashed 

by the savers at the fitting time. It isn't essential that demonetization will create enormous investment funds in 

the saving money framework in the medium term. The greater part of the reserve funds are acquired by biggie 

open area banks like the SBI. They may diminish loan fee in the short/medium term. Be that as it may, they can't 

tail it in the long haul.  

 

Effect on dark cash: Only a little segment of Black Moneyis really put away as money. Generally, dark salary 

is kept as physical resources like gold, arrive, structures and so forth. Thus the measure of Black Money 

countered by demonetization rely on the measure of Black Money held as money and it will be littler than 

anticipated. Be that as it may, more than whatever else, demonetization has a major promulgation impact. 

Individuals are currently much persuaded about the need to battle dark wage. such an across the country 

mindfulness and urge will urge government to turn out with even solid measures.  

 

Effect on fake cash: the genuine effect will be on fake/counterfeit money as its flow will be checked after this 

activity.  
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Demonetization as a cleaning activity may create a few decent things in the economy. In the meantime, it makes 

unavoidable salary and welfare misfortunes to the poor areas of the general public who gets wage in view of 

their every day work and the individuals who doesn't have the computerized exchange culture. General financial 

activies will be hosed for the time being. Be that as it may, the unmeasurable advantages of having more 

straightforwardness and diminished volume of Black Money exercises can be pointed as long haul benefits.  

 

III. LONG - TERM IMPACTS 

In the short and medium term the effect of this choice will for the most part be may have negative on all 

segments particularly those in the chaotic business, in the long haul such a move will positively affect the 

economy. The saving money area will be enormously profited as more cash will enter the saving money 

framework. Swelling would descend as the course of cash in the market is diminished. Different segments, for 

example, land and gems will likewise settle in the long haul, with certain measure of value rectification. With 

likely increment in the extent of formal economy, assess accumulations would enhance the nation's monetary 

circumstance. It is sheltered to accept that from the second from last quarter FY17 to final quarter FY19, the 

offer of the casual economy in India could contract from 40 percent to 20 percent. This shrinkage of the casual 

area is probably going to bring about a transient antagonistic impact as the casual part. Be that as it may, as the 

casual division recoils, the formal composed segment is probably going to pick up piece of the overall industry.  

The formal segment represents 60 percent of India's GDP today. Ambit Capital accept that from FY17 to final 

quarter FY19, the offer of the formal economy in India could extend from 60 percent to 80 percent In the long 

haul, the economy will profit by the diminishment of the dark cash, which will prompt higher expense 

accumulation, better business condition, less debasement and straightforwardness. It will enhance the 

circumstance of Fiscal Deficit of the Country and consequently decrease the financial deficiency. As cash lying 

inactive comes in the primary economy it would move to higher yielding and fluid resources. Cash is probably 

going to move to budgetary resources from gold, valuable metals, land and plain money. Values may mirror the 

frenzy in the economy temporarily, yet the move is will be advantageous over the long haul say the greater part 

of the dealer's report and master remarks.  

Despite the fact that there are as yet few who trust that with Rs 2000 money note it would be considerably 

simpler to store money, going ahead the legislature will make it more hard to spend money and make it 

obligatory to create PAN Card in high esteem exchanges, so individuals would have minimal decision to break 

rules. Additionally, the present demonetization will make an everlasting mental dread in the brain of individuals. 

Counterfeit Indian Currency Notes (FICN) system will be disassembled by the demonetization measures. 

Taking out 500 and 1000 rupee notes unavailable for general use will lastingly affect the syndicates delivering 

FICN's, subsequently influencing the financing of fear organizes in Jammu and Kashmir, North-eastern states 

and Naxalite hit states. Demonetization comes at a vital as the nation heads to another expense administration 

with the execution of GST. Demonetization would build the assessment net and alongside GST result in 

decrease of Black Moneyage. Alongside GST, demonetization will prompt a higher GDP proportion,  

Demonetizing the five hundred and thousand rupee notes would like to flush out impressive measures of Black 

Moneyand additionally to urge a change to cashless state inside the standard economy. In this manner, this new 

move will hugy affect the computerized showcasing skyline in India. It urges individuals to be engaged with 
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less money exchanges and to utilize the electronic or plastic cash. Aside from the most clear lifts as far as 

expense salary, budgetary examiners figure this move will have numerous advantages in the Indian economy. A 

portion of the undeniable recipients of demonetization are banks, smaller scale financing organizations, NBFCs 

and computerized money related administrators.  

Modi's demonetization activity has been a help for India's e-installment suppliers. Paytm detailed a three-times 

surge in new clients - attaching more than 14 million new records in November alone. While Oxigen Wallet's 

every day normal clients expanded by 167% since demonetization started. With money exchanges confronting a 

diminishment, elective types of installment will see a surge sought after. Computerized exchange frameworks, E 

wallets and applications, online exchanges utilizing E keeping money, use of Plastic cash (Debit and Credit 

Cards), and so forth will see considerable increments popular. This ought to in the end prompt fortifying of such 

frameworks and the foundations required. There will be an earnest requirement for check cards, electronic 

exchanges and portable installment stages to be generally embraced. It is exceptionally troublesome for the 

greater part the populace who are not knowledgeable with the card exchanges. Practices change gradually, 

particularly for those set in their ways. Institutional help from money related establishments, telecom stages and 

installment interfaces should meet people's high expectations and fill the supply hole.  

They should adjust to the methods for all, especially those that are new to formal monetary exchanges. Be that 

as it may, there is more expectation than any other time in recent memory. The administration additionally 

declared motivators for empowering non-money exchanges. These included waiver of administration impose on 

card exchanges and rebates on railroad ticket bought through advanced modes. It has likewise set up an advisory 

group to support advanced installments.  

 “If these moves by the private sector and government are successful, the scaling up of digital and mobile 

remittance channels could bring down remittance costs, especially for domestic remittances.” Indeed, even retail 

chain administrators who essentially offered money to their stores are currently changing to cards and online 

installments for their everyday negligible money costs and merchant installments. Counseling organizations, 

hyper neighborhood organizations, etc, with workers out and about, are additionally going computerized. 

Demonetization additionally expands utilization of electronic and bank-based installment frameworks, which 

will make record-keeping less demanding and more typical, permitting government better to track and duty the 

returns.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

Despite the fact that the far reaching long haul effect of these demonetization measures can't be completely 

found out at this stage, the general economy is relied upon to profit by a reduction in unaccounted money 

exchanges and an end of fake cash notes, prompting more viable assessment accumulation and expanded 

straightforwardness in learning exchange costs. An expansion in straightforwardness is additionally prone to 

enhance engaging quality for remote financial specialists, while higher bank stores and formalizing substantial 

up to this point unaccounted for money streams is relied upon to enhance the monetary shortage of India. The 

points of interest are much overwhelming and it will be in the long haul enthusiasm of our nation easily 

exceeding the detriments. Over the long haul, this is a noteworthy positive stun to the Indian economy and 

society. On the off chance that significantly executed, this will send a solid flag about India's hostile to 
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debasement drive and is probably going to enhance the nation's reformist position. It additionally gives a lift to 

the administration's money related incorporation drive, pushing more family units towards productive managing 

an account and installment foundation. In the quick run, we are probably going to witness bigger bank stores, 

value redresses and better duty gathering potential outcomes in the economy. Black Money hoarders will miss 

out, in the long run boosting the formal economy over the long haul. Here and now fall in land costs may profit 

white collar class residents. 
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